CircularPSP is calling for suppliers to develop an innovative CE-solution that enables municipalities to apply circular practices more quickly, widely, and effectively.

**Target Group**
For all companies, start-ups and market innovators who aim at developing solutions addressing complex challenges in the transition toward a Circular Economy (CE).

We seek novel Research and Development (R&D) services on AI, Platforms, CE, Change and Upskilling.

**Buyers Goal**
Suppliers are asked to develop and combine AI, Taxonomies, Missions, Workflows, Change and Upskilling technologies and approaches into one coherent CE-solution.

The Buyers Group consists of 7 leading CE cities representing a large Follower Network.

**Eligibility**
Open to all operators established in EU and HE-associated countries on equal terms, regardless of the size or governance structure.

Sole tenderers, consortia and subcontracting permitted.

See Call for Tender TD1 for details.

The tender is a Pre-Commercial Procurement following a competitive procedure in III phases:

**Phase I** Solution Design, 5 suppliers, €169K each

**Phase II** Prototype Development, 3 suppliers, €752K each

**Phase III** Original Development and Testing, 2 suppliers, €1269K each

**How to Apply**
Interested parties can download the tender document package with all info on the website

DEADLINE: 1 April 2024

https://circularpsp.eu